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1INTRODUCTION
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Brief
The purpose of this report was to undertake a rigorous
assessment of three Stonnington Council nominated sites as
to their suitability for a new four-court indoor stadium.
General information including location, spatial characteristics,
adjacent uses and planning controls were considered
for each site. Examination of existing traffic and parking
conditions, engineering services and flood implications were
also assessed. This information was then complimented by
parameters that assess the quality and value of each site
including environmental significance, connectivity, character,
activity and impact.

Background
The City of Stonnington has one purpose built indoor sports
facility. The Orrong Romanis Recreation Centre has two
courts to cater for local participation in indoor sports.
Participation by Stonnington residents in popular indoor sports
including netball and basketball is restricted by the availability
of local facilities.
Those courts that are available are not of sufficient quality, in
the appropriate configuration or in multiples large enough to
accommodate the demand for association-level netball and
basketball cost effectively.
To address this shortage, Stonnington Council has
identified the need for a 4 court indoor stadium in addition
to the existing facilities, to enable netball and basketball
participation to grow and allow for other sports to have peak
time access and accommodate larger competitions and other
uses.
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2CRITERIA DEVELOPMENT
toorak

Methodology
Four selected site arrangements have been analysed through
a desktop assessment to establish a qualitative evaluation of
each site.
This information was then used to establish general
opportunities and constraints for each site, which will later
define design parameters and implementation possibilities.

south yarra

orrong romanis reserve - prahran

desktop assessment

glen iris

malvern

A desktop assessment was undertaken for each site to
establish general information to influence the feasibility of
constructing a new stadium on each site.
The sites were also assessed in their context to their
surroundings to establish qualitative information. Resources
used included aerial photography, Google maps, activity
usage data, traffic analysis, feature surveys, flood mapping
and planning resources online.

darling park (carpark) - malvern east

evaluation

The information from the desktop assessment was then
evaluated with a rating in a matrix to determine the sites
suitability for a future four-court stadium and associated car
parking.

caulfield north

opportunities & constraints

Through the information collected, opportunities and
constraints were identified for each site.

Figure 1

context map of seven identified sites
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malvern valley golf course - malvern east

malvern east
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General information

Core Values

General information has been gathered for each site as
identified in this report and has been based on a desktop
assessment.

The following criteria/ parameters have been used to assess
the quality and value of each site and is based on local
familiarity with the site, activity usage data, traffic analysis,
feature surveys, flood mapping, aerial photography and
Google maps street view.

location

A description of where the site is located within the City of
Stonnington.
spatial characteristics

Unit measurements, layout and attributes of the sites in the
following categories:
▪▪ area/shape;
▪▪ orientation;
▪▪ gradient and topography; and
▪▪ adjacent built form.
adjacent uses

Identification of the adjacent uses and their influence (if any)
on the site.
planning
Identification of planning controls, zones & overlays (if any)
that pertain to the site and implications for the development
of a four-court stadium.

connectivity

A description of the connectivity and legibility of the site
which will take the following into consideration:
▪▪ accessibility (via various modes of transport);
▪▪ entry presentation;
▪▪ linkages to destinations beyond the site; and
▪▪ DDA/access issues.
character

A description of the physical characteristics, including the
general look and feel of the site. With an assessment of the
quality and materials of the following attributes:
▪▪ identification, wayfinding;
▪▪ built form conditions and character; and
▪▪ passive surveillances.

environment

A description of the environmental assets of the site, with
an assessment of the quality of existing green open space,
including abundance of native vegetation and sports grounds.
activity

A description of the current activity, functionality and usage
of the site:
▪▪ activity - high or low activity and a description of the types
of activities currently occurring in the site;
▪▪ functionality - the existing functions of the site; and
▪▪ usage - the existing uses of the site.
For example, if a site experiences a high level of activity and
usage, then there would be high risk of user displacement
should the existing use be removed and replaced by a
different use, such as the stadium.
impact

A description of the sites effect on its surrounding context,
including implications for negative impact on local residents
and the neighbourhood.

traffic
Identification of existing car parking and parking restrictions
within the site and surrounds, including classification of
streets and intersections in close proximity to the site and
public transportation modes.
services
The identification of existing overhead and underground
services and easements that could impede development.
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3EVALUATION
Matrix
The following matrix was used to evaluate each site. Each
category was given a value based from low to high on the
existing conditions of the site. This information will then be
tabulated as a means of assessing the sites in relation to
each other. This will provide the framework for determining
which site(s) is the more viable candidate for a four-court
stadium.

Site Matrices
Each matrix individually identifies and assesses the current
connectivity, character, environment, activity and
impact of the site.
To the right is an example of an ideal site benchmark
matrix for a four-court stadium. It is required to have great
connection & linkages through multiple forms of public
transport, a great sense of character with a strong
identity; while at its core respecting the environment, the
neighbourhood and minimising the displacement of existing
open space, activities and uses.

0 Ideal Site Benchmark
connectivity
character
environment
activity
impact

low

The following spread provides a matrix for 4 options from the
3 subject sites ranked in descending order from most suitable
to least suitable for a four court stadium.
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1 Orrong Romanis Reserve South

2 Orrong Romanis Reserve North

connectivity

connectivity

character

character

environment

environment

activity

activity

impact

impact

3 Darling Park - Carpark

4 Malvern Valley Golf Course

connectivity

connectivity

character

character

environment

environment

activity

activity

impact

impact
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4ANALYSIS

Orrong Romanis Reserve South
LOCATION:

ADJACENT USES:

The subject site is the existing Orrong Romanis Tennis Centre,
located in the south-east corner of Orrong Romanis Reserve.
The reserve is located to the immediate west of Toorak
Station within the suburb of Prahran. The site abuts the
suburb boundary of Armadale.

The reserve is surrounded by predominately residential
(GRZ10) to the north, west and south consisting of 1-2
storey dwellings. Opposite the south-east corner is a mixed
use zone (MUZ) consisting of medium-rise development.
Residential land that abuts Orrong Road is recognised and
zoned for future growth (RGZ2).

PROCESS:
The proposed stadium will replace the existing six tennis
courts.

PLANNING:
PUZ6 - Public Use Zone - Schedule 6

The tennis courts would be relocated to the location of the
existing Orrong Romanis Recreation Centre which will need to
be demolished.

The northern part of the reserve is zoned as a Public Use Zone
and owned by Local Government.

A six court stadium will be required to provide four new
courts and replace the two indoor courts that would be
demolished.

The southern part of the reserve is recognised as an area for
public recreation.

The provision of six courts would only be achievable in a twostorey format due to lateral constraints of the site. The height
of a two-storey stadium will be in the order of 22m.
The floor area required to facilitate a six-court facility is
approximately 6500m2. The ground floor footprint of the twostorey building will be approximately 3,500m2.
The provision of at least 150 new parking spaces would
require two levels of underground parking.

SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS:
The site is lightly vegetated along the perimeter of the tennis
courts, the topography is relatively flat.

PPRZ - Public Parks & Recreation Zone

TRAFFIC:
▪▪ Vehicular access from Orrong Road would require a
minimum 20m setback from the existing signals and result
in left-in and left-out access only.
▪▪ Vehicular access from Sydney Street would increase traffic
congestion on a side road, but allow for left and right turn
access at the signals.
▪▪ Existing parking immediately adjacent to the site is well
equipped to avoid stadium-user overflow parking with
permit only and/or 2 hour parking restrictions in place.
▪▪ The local surrounding streets (Grandview Grove,
Wynnstay Road and Woodfull Street) have limited parking
opportunities and during peak periods could be subject

Stonnington Indoor Sports Complex | Feasibility Study | hansen partnership pty ltd

to parking overflow. This may require the introduction
of further parking restrictions requiring resident parking
permits.
▪▪ There is currently no on site parking for sports ground
users. Potential overflow parking from residences
and guests in surrounding streets and from the new
development across Orrong Road may impact availability of
car parking for stadium users. Ticketed or validated parking
will need to be considered.
▪▪ A traffic and parking study would be beneficial with the
recent introduction of the signalised intersection at Orrong
Road and Sydney Street.
▪▪ A suitability assessment from a Transport and Parking
perspective for all surrounding local streets would be
required.

SERVICES:
▪▪ No existing services above ground affect the subject site.

SITE MATRIX
connectivity
character
environment
activity
impact
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605

220

orrong romanis reserve
6 court sports facility

Opportunities
(2 storey extent)
▪▪ The displacement of the two existing indoor toorak
courtstrain
willstation
be
offset by providing a larger six-court facility.

malvern ro

ad
72

new intersection

▪▪ Displacement of uses from the existing Recreation
Centre
restricted
parking
and the tennis courts is largely accommodated
within
the
(permit only/street
sweeper)
site with minimal impact.
limited parking (2 hour/restricted)

605

moleswort

h street

sweeper
restricted parking
▪▪ Prominent location and respondsstreet
to the
surrounding
building character of higher built form.(other times not restricted)

new tennis court
location

existing bus route

existing train corridor

▪▪ Significant disruptions on existing tennis or netball use
during construction depending upon sequence of work.

orrong romanis
reserve

6 court stadium
2 storey building
6 court sports facility
(2 storey extent)

et

toorak train station

▪▪ Access to and cost of constructing two levels of basement
car parking.

new intersection
restricted parking
(permit only/street sweeper)
limited parking (2 hour/restricted)

wynnstay ro

ad

Figure 2

street sweeper restricted parking
(other times not restricted)
existing bus route
existing tram route
existing train corridor

Orrong Romanis Reserve | indicative 2-storey six-court stadium footprint | relocation of existing tennis courts.
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RECOMMENDATION

220

▪▪ Potential for additional administration costs for ticketed or
validated parking.

Consider for further investigation

220

orrong romanis reserve

sydney stre

ndview grove

▪▪ Site is constrained laterally with no potential for future
expansion of the facility.

woodfull street

Constraints
▪▪ Requires the relocation of existing tennis courts resulting
in a net loss of one court. Accommodating the sixth court
would require the displacement of green space.

grandview grov
e

▪▪ Provision of car parking that is not currently available on the
site.

orrong road

▪▪ Minimal loss of green space.

a’beckett street

▪▪ Direct connection to Toorak Train Station, close to trams,
buses and accessible via car, bicycle and pedestrians.
existing tram route
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Orrong Romanis Reserve North
LOCATION:

ADJACENT USES:

The subject site is the site of the existing Orrong Romanis
Recreation Centre, located in the north-western corner
of Orrong Romanis Reserve. The reserve is located to the
immediate west of Toorak Station within the suburb of
Prahran. The site abuts the suburb boundary of Armadale.

The reserve is surrounded by predominately residential
(GRZ10) to the north, west and south consisting of 1-2
storey dwellings. Opposite the south-east corner is a mixed
use zone (MUZ) consisting of medium-rise development.
Residential land that abuts Orrong Road is recognised and
zoned for future growth (RGZ2).

PROCESS:
Any expansion of the existing two-court facility will encroach
upon the adjacent sports grounds.
The provision of four courts in addition to the two courts
already on site will require the demolition of the existing
facility and the construction of a two level facility to
accommodate six courts. The height of a two-storey stadium
will be in the order of 22m.
The floor area required to facilitate a six-court facility is
approximately 6500m2. The ground floor footprint of the twostorey building will be approximately 3,500m2.
The provision of at least 150 new parking spaces would
require two levels of underground parking.

SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS:
The site is moderately vegetated, if the stadium is built on
the existing Orrong Romanis Recreation Centre, the site will
be flat.

SERVICES:
▪▪ No existing services above ground affect the subject site.

PLANNING:
PUZ6 - Public Use Zone - Schedule 6
The current site of the Orrong Romanis Recreation Centre is
zoned as a Public Use Zone and owned by Local Government.

TRAFFIC:
▪▪ Vehicular access to a new car park underneath the
stadium would require local residential street access via
Molesworth or Abeckett Streets. This will increase traffic
congestion and could generate conflict with the immediate
residential interfaces.
▪▪ Existing parking immediately adjacent to the site is well
equipped to avoid stadium-user overflow parking with
permit only and/or 2 hour parking restrictions in place.
▪▪ Local surrounding streets such as Grandview Grove have
limited parking opportunities and during peak periods
could be subject to parking overflow. This may require
the introduction of further parking restrictions requiring
residential parking permits.
▪▪ A suitability assessment from a Transport and Parking
perspective for surrounding local streets would be required.

SITE MATRIX
connectivity
character
environment
activity
impact
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orrong romanis reserve

605

220

6 court sports facility
(2 storey extent)

malvern ro

Opportunities
toorak train station
▪▪ The displacement of the two existing indoor courts
will be
new intersection
offset by providing a larger six-court facility. restricted parking

ad
72

only/street
sweeper)
▪▪ Prominent location and close to train,(permit
trams,
buses and
limited
parking
(2
hour/restricted)
accessible via car, bicycle and pedestrians.

molesworth

▪▪ Minimal loss of green space. street sweeper restricted parking
(other times not restricted)
▪▪ Provision of more car parking that is not currently
available
existing
bus route

street

6 court stadium
2 storey building

existing tram route

▪▪ Access to and cost of constructing two levels of basement
car parking.

woodfull street

▪▪ Significant disruptions for existing indoor court users during
construction.

grandview grov
e

▪▪ Proximity to residential areas is sensitive, especially with
a larger, two-storey facility which is not responsive to
the lower height building character in Molesworth and
A’Beckett Streets.

a’beckett street

Constraints
existing train corridor
▪▪ Site is constrained laterally with no potential for future
expansion of the facility.

▪▪ Increased traffic congestion on local residential streets.

orrong road

on the site.

605

220

orrong romanis reserve

sydney stre

6 court sports facility
(2 storey extent)

et

toorak train station
new intersection

wynnstay ro

ad

existing tram route
existing train corridor

Orrong Romanis Reserve | indicative 2-storey six-court stadium footprint.
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l street

Figure 3

street sweeper restricted parking
(other times not restricted)
existing bus route

ndview grove

RECOMMENDATION
Limited potential

220

restricted parking
(permit only/street sweeper)
limited parking (2 hour/restricted)
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Darling Park - Carpark
LOCATION:

PLANNING:

SERVICES:

The subject site is located within a car park and playground
opposite the East Malvern RSL Club & Bistro. The site is
located towards the southern end of Darling Park within the
suburb of Malvern East.

PPRZ - Public Parks & Recreation Zone

▪▪ Underground electricity cable runs parallel to Stanley Grose
Drive and directly through the site.

PROCESS:
The proposed four-court stadium would replace the existing
car park, playground and war memorial.
The stadium could only be achieved in a two-storey form,
with an 18m minimum setback from the existing overhead
high voltage power lines. The height of a two-storey stadium
will be in the order of 22m.
The 150 new parking spaces would require two levels of
parking beneath the courts.

SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS:
The subject site is regular in shape, the topography has
a gentle slope that falls towards Gardiners Creek and the
existing vegetation is dense (native). There is an existing
playground and war memorial next to the car park and high
voltage power lines that run above a section of the carpark.

ADJACENT USES:
The site is located relatively central to the green corridor.
The most immediate use is the East Malvern RSL Club &
Bistro which is built within a residential zone (GRZ10). To the
eastern boundary of the green corridor is residential zone
(NRZ3).

The site is recognised as an area for public recreation.
LSIO - Land Subject to Inundation
The land is subject to inundation.
The finished ground floor level of new development is
required to sit 600mm above the 1:100 year flood level. The
approximate flood level at this site is 22.75AHD which is up
to 1m above the level of the current carpark.

▪▪ High voltage overhead power lines run over and parallel
to Stanley Grose Drive. New built form is required to be
setback a minimum 18m from the centreline of the power
lines.
▪▪ Registered easement along the northern edge of the site
constrains development.

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Sensitivity
The land is within, or is affected by, one or more areas of
cultural heritage sensitivity.

TRAFFIC:
▪▪ Vehicular access to the site is limited to the intersection at
Winton Road and Stanley Grose Drive. Modifications to the
existing T-intersection may be required, i.e. roundabout or
signals.
▪▪ Stadium-user overflow car parking abutting residential
properties on Basil Street and Ellison Street is not an option
due to existing permit only restrictions.

SITE MATRIX
connectivity

▪▪ Good sustainable transport (bicycle and pedestrian)
connectivity via Gardiners Creek Trail.

character

▪▪ Darling Train Station is approximately a 600m walk.

environment

▪▪ A suitability assessment from a Transport and Parking
perspective for the intersection of Stanley Grose Drive and
Winton Road would be required.

The residential zones surrounding the subject site consist of
primarily 1-2 storey detached dwellings.
Stonnington Indoor Sports Stadium| Assessment of Alternate Sites | Hansen Partnership Pty Ltd

activity
impact
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Opportunities
darling park (carpark) subjectdarling
site park (carpark) subject site
▪▪ Site is currently utilised primarily for car parking only.
4 court sports facility
4 court sports facility

basil reserve

basil reserve

(1 storey extent)

st james malvern
valley cricket club

existing pedestrian path
existing train corridor
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stanley grose
reserve

et
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612
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▪▪ Site is highly constrained with minimal potential for future
expansion of the facility.

el

n
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d
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as
mon

▪▪ Displacement of approximately 87 existing car parks needs to be
accommodated within the new facility or within the site. If within
the site it would require displacement of green space or sports
grounds.

ros
yg

nle

sta

ay

el

rive

freew

n
liso

ed

east malvern
RSL club

ne

rdi

rdi

ros

yg

ash

mon

▪▪ Underground car parking would be highly constrained due to flood
risk. Melbourne Water Design Guidelines highly limit development
adjacent to waterways, including fixed development setbacks
from open water channels and from the 1:100 flood level. Parking
at ground level would increase the height of the building and/or
displace open space.

e

str

nle

ba

sta

sil

land subject to inundation

stanley grose
reserve

et

ga

east malvern
RSL club

▪▪ A minimum 1m setback from existing drains/easements
andcorridor
existing train
underground services would be required.

ga

easements/services land subject to inundation
▪▪ Removal of native vegetation and displacement ofexisting
war memorial
and play area.
existing pedestrian path

4 court stadium
2 storey

t

ee

tr
il s

4 court stadium
1 storey

et
pitt stre

4 court stadium
2 storey

et

18m

4 court stadium
1 storey

ek
cre trail
rs
ne reek
rdi
ga ers c
n
rdi
ga

Gardiners Creek and Gardiners Creek Trail, topography and Basil
existing bus route
Street (access needs to be maintained).

18m
st james malvern
valley cricket club

pitt stre

storey
4 court sports facility
▪▪ Opportunity for 2 additional outdoor courts situated(1 on
theextent)
(2 storey extent)
4 court sports facility
neighbouring bowls green.
approximate overhead powerline location
(2 storey extent)
restricted parking
approximate overhead powerline
(permitlocation
only)
Constraints
bowl club / cricket club parking
restricted parking
▪▪ Contravention of the stipulation not to build on open space.
(permit only)
existing bus route
▪▪ Site is highly constrained by existing overhead HVbowl
power
club lines,
/ cricket club parking
existing easements/services

et

stre

612

▪▪ Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Sensitivity may impede development.

n
into

w

RECOMMENDATION
Not an option

d

roa

Figure 4

Darling Park - Carpark| Indicative four-court facility footprint over 1 or 2-storeys
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Malvern Valley Golf Course
LOCATION:

PLANNING:

The subject site is located between Golfers Drive & Lomond
Terrace within the suburb of East Malvern. The site is situated
within the extent of the Malvern Valley Golf Course south east
of the ninth green, in an area that is underutilised and highly
vegetated.

PPRZ - Public Parks & Recreation Zone

PROCESS:

The finished ground floor level of proposed development is
required to sit 600mm above the 1:100 year flood level. The
approximate flood level at this site is 29.5AHD. Only a small
proportion of the site is above this level.

Due to the topography, vegetation, creek system and existing
HV power lines, the site could only support a four-court
stadium in a two-storey development. The height of a twostorey stadium would b in the order of 22m. This would be
located with a setback to the creek and the power lines.
The 150 new car parking spaces would require two levels of
underground parking, due to the size restrictions of the site
and the overall size of the proposed development.

SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS:
The site is irregular in shape and the topography is very
irregular. Overhead power lines cross through the southern
end of the site.

ADJACENT USES:
The site is surrounded by predominately residential (NRZ2).
The Monash Freeway abuts the southern edge of the site.
The residential zone to the east of the subject site consists of
primarily 1-2 storey detached dwellings.

The site is recognised as an area for public recreation.
LSIO - Land Subject to Inundation
The land is subject to inundation.

▪▪ Good sustainable transport (bicycle and pedestrian)
connectivity via Scotchman’s Creek Trail.
▪▪ Holmesglen Station is approximately a 1km walk.
▪▪ A suitability assessment from a Transport and Parking
perspective for the intersection of Golfers Drive and
Waverley Road would be required.
▪▪ Waverley Road is managed by VicRoads. Any modifications
to this road would require consultation with VicRoads.

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Sensitivity

SERVICES:

The land is within, or is affected by, one or more areas of
cultural heritage sensitivity.

▪▪ Underground drainage outlets and easements run directly
through the site.

TRAFFIC

▪▪ Overhead power lines run across the southern end of the
site. New built form is required to be setback a minimum
18m from the centreline of the power lines.

▪▪ Vehicular access would be limited to the unsignalised
T-intersection at Golfers Drive and Waverley Road.
▪▪ The eastern end of the existing car park that services the
Malvern Valley Golf Course is well utilised, and on weekends
the carpark is often full, however car park turnover is low.
Stadium-user parking may over-flow into this area creating
traffic congestion.
▪▪ Lomond Terrace includes a ‘No Standing Zone’ on the nonresidential side and ‘No Parking with Resident Exemptions’
on the residential side. This extends approximately 40m into
Argyll Street and 80-100m into Thurso Street.
▪▪ Stadium-users could park in front of residential properties
further from the subject site, in Argyll Street and Thurso
Street. A review of the parking restrictions in the local
streets would be necessary to avoid parking intrusion and
congestion.
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SITE MATRIX
connectivity
character
environment
activity
impact
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destrian path

malvern valley golf course subject site
approximate overhead powerline location
4 court sports facility
(1 storey extent)
4 court sports facility
(2 storey extent)
no parking
(resident exemption)
malvern valley golf course parking

9th green
go

4 courts,
single storey

lfe

rs

Malvern
Valley Golf
Course Hub

dri

e

mate remaining area of the
Constraints
that has the opportunity for
Site is highly constrained by irregular site shape, topography,
nt after constraints.▪▪The
eas is above the predicted
existing overhead power lines, underground service
ood level, setback 18m
easements, drainage outlets and Scotchmans Creek.
sting HV powerlines and
▪▪ A minimum 1m setback from existing drains/easements and
from existing
underground services would be required.
sements.

c
ra
er
dt

▪▪ Proximity to existing Malvern Valley Golf Course and facilities.

on

e area* (approx. 508m2)

lom

▪▪ Site is currently only utilised for golf course maintenance
requirements and storage.

ve

4 courts,
two storey

existing train corridor
existing pedestrian path
existing easements/services
land subject to inundation
developable area* (approx. 508m2)

monash fr

*An approximate remaining area of the
subject site that has the opportunity for
development after constraints. The
identified areas is above the predicted
1:100ARI flood level, setback 18m
from the existing HV powerlines and
setback 1m from existing
services/easements.

eeway

▪▪ Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Sensitivity may impede
development.

▪▪ Heavily vegetated and substantial area of green space.
▪▪ Underground car parking would be highly constrained due
to flood risk. Melbourne Water Design Guidelines highly
limit development adjacent to waterways, including fixed
development setbacks from open water channels and from
the 1:100 flood level.

et

l stre

argyl

1 in 100 year flood level
(29.5)

scotchmans creek trail
Figure 5

▪▪ Site has minimal potential for future expansion of the facility.

Malvern Valley Golf Course | Indicative four-court facility footprint over 1 or 2-storeys

argyll

▪▪ Proximity to residential areas is highly sensitive, especially
with a larger, two-storey facility which is not responsive to
the lower height building character of the area.
▪▪ Ability to modify the intersection at Waverley Road and
Golfers Drive is limited.

mo
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stree
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golfers

drive
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RECOMMENDATION
Not an option

Figure 6

Malvern Valley Golf Course | Intersection of Waverley Road and Golfers Drive
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